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Stone Paving Supplies Ltd. are a leading UK supplier of natural stone, contemporary porcelain paving 
and walling to landscaping customers in both domestic and commercial markets.
 
For all projects in the home, garden or office courtyard, Stone Paving Supplies meets all your needs to provide 
a tranquil or recreational setting incorporating natural paving flags, cobbles, walling, stone block paving and 
porcelain tiles.

We have many years’ experience in sourcing the highest standards of products from around the world  
ensuring their suitability, quality and ethical origins. We only provide products from sources that adhere to, and 
follow, strict ethical trading codes. 

Limestone 

Porcelain

Granite

Sustainable

Sandstone

Slate

All stocked in UK

Ethically sourced 

We are delighted to introduce VillaFix™ Porcelain and Paving Solutions, made specifically to help you lay, 
finish, protect and care for our products (see page 64). 

We are confident that our VillaFix™ Rapid Base Mix, a revolutionary ultra-rapid drying cement replacement 
that creates a fast-track patio base, is going to give landscapers amazing results.

Equally, homeowners will be able to keep their lovely new patio looking great with VillaFix™ Patio Guard.
 
Contact us and we will put you in touch with your local stockist.

Cover image can be found on P14 - Rocca Fossil.
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Rocca Citron P14

Portfolio Collection

Villa Porcelain enjoys the properties of  being frost proof, colour 
fast and impermeable making it hard wearing, and more resistant 
to grime, mould and staining. Furthermore, the surface is created 
to be less slippery than many alternative surfaces making Villa  
Porcelain suitable for swimming pool surrounds.It achieves an R11 
Slip-skid value as a minimum. 

During the manufacturing process, a variation in the dimensions 
can occur and rectifying will provide a consistent edge to all sides.  
This allows Villa Porcelain to be installed with a narrow joint which 
provides a balanced and harmonious appearance.  

Villa Porcelain is a hard wearing, high quality and 
modern paving tile, perfect for a contemporary finish.

VILLA PORCELAIN
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ARDESIE

Taupe

Grey Multicolor

This collection is inspired by stone and slate with the raw power of  rock 
shining through, and its sophisticated tones offer an exclusive feel to this 
premium porcelain stoneware range.
 
It achieves a natural looking finish and is available in one size 1200x400x20mm and four colours 
with multiple random shade variations, all resembling the appearance of  stone and slate, an excellent 
formation between porcelain’s superior performance stoneware and elemental appeal of  natural rock.  

Instant QR code
Scan this code with your smart 
device for further information  
on this range. 
 

Beige

12
0

0
x4

0
0Thickness 20mm

Size 1200x400mm

2.08Tiles per m2 (approx.)

48No. per pack

1.07 TonneNominal pack weight

23.04m2Nominal pack coverage

Single Size Packs

Portfolio Collection

Visit your local stockist to see samples, scan the QR code, or call to request further  
information on this range.

Made in Italy Premium porcelain R11 Slip-skid Rectified
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HARD

Nut

Ash Greige

Our natural-looking wood-grain effect is contemporary, yet cannot fail 
to recreate the more traditional rustic timber look. It offers the beauty 
of  timeless design with the practicality and properties of  porcelain. 
 
A creative alternative to traditional wood decking our porcelain offers the effect of  real wood 
whilst being resistant to colour fading, offering greater Slip-skid resistant, as well as more  
durability and hard-wearing. Available in 4 colours and one size 1200x400x20mm. The 
characteristics of  the Hard range offers a unique appearance yet recreating the colours and 
textures of  wooden planks with all the features of  modern porcelain.

Brown

12
0

0
x4

0
0

Single Size Packs

Thickness 20mm

Size 1200x400mm

2.08Tiles per m2 (approx.)

48No. per pack

1.07 TonneNominal pack weight

23.04m2Nominal pack coverage

Portfolio Collection

Visit your local stockist to see samples, scan the QR code, or call to request further  
information on this range.

Made in Italy Premium porcelain R11 Slip-skid Rectified
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Onsernone Grigio

LE CAVE

Barge Beige

Granito Grafite Luserna Multicolor

We are proud to introduce our newest addition to the Portfolio  
Collection Le Cave was born from the extraordinary Italian quarry scene 
which inspired this range.
 
Available in five colours and one size 1200x400x20mm. Boasting an R11 Slip-skid resistance, 
Le Cave is both durable and hard-wearing.

Mixing both the traditional look but adding a modern appearance along with all the benefits of  
porcelain paving. The results are both surprising and stunning.

Visit your local stockist to see samples, scan the QR code, or call to request further  
information on this range.

Barge BeigeOnsernone GrigioPorfido Bruno

12
0

0
x4

0
0

Thickness 20mm

Size 1200x400mm

2.08Tiles per m2 (approx.)

48No. per pack

1.07 TonneNominal pack weight

23.04m2Nominal pack coverage

Single Size Packs

Portfolio Collection
RANGE

Made in Italy Premium porcelain R11 Slip-skid Rectified
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VOLCANO

Taupe

Beige Grey

Our concrete effect tiles can bring a unique touch of  class and elegance 
both indoors and outdoors. Volcano is a versatile, characteristic and  
trend-inspired tile with all the benefits of  porcelain.

Our Volcano range is available in five sophisticated and contemporary colours, all offering a 
faithful interpretation of  cement’s power and primitive elegance and in two sizes. Our bold large 
format 800x800x20mm and the more traditional sized 600x600x20mm.

Dark

800x800
600x600

White

Thickness

Size

Tiles per m2 (approx.)

No. per pack

Nominal  weight

20mm

800x800mm

1.56

40

1.24 Tonne

25.6m2

20mm

600x600mm

2.78

64

1.02 Tonne

23.04m2Nominal  coverage

Single Size Packs

Portfolio Collection

Visit your local stockist to see samples, scan the QR code, or call to request further  
information on this range.

Made in Italy Premium porcelain R11 Slip-skid Rectified
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Taupe with Traditional Citron patio pack

VOLCANO WALL CLADDING

Dark Beige White

Our three-dimensional Volcano Wall Cladding collection offers a 
real design statement within your garden  and home. An interplay of   
textures and shades enhances the elegant neutral appeal of  cut stone.
 
Our split face tile is a stone effect multi-level porcelain wall tile that can be butt jointed for internal 
and external installations. The varied shades of  colour through the tile and the thickness, make 
it incredibly eye-catching wherever it is used. Our wall cladding is available in five colours and 
one size of  150x610mm.

Beige Dark

Taupe White

Grey

Grey

Thickness 7-11mm

150x610mm

11Tiles per m2 (approx.)

528No. per pack

900kgNominal pack weight

48.96m2Nominal pack coverage

Single Size Packs

Size

Made in Italy A premium porcelain product

Portfolio Collection

RANGE
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ROCCA
The natural power of  stone shines through in 
all its vigour, in this new porcelain collection 
inspired by both sandstone and limestone.
 
Born from a mix of  tradition, innovation and technical 
know-how, the new collection is available in two versatile 
colour-ways, each capable of  faithfully mimicking the  
appearance of  Fossil sandstone and Citron limestone, as well 
as sophisticated and durable tones.

Fossil - As seen on cover

Citron - As seen on page 2

1000x600

1000x600

Thickness 20mm

Size 1000x600mm

1.67Tiles per m2 (approx.)

48No. per pack

 1.17  TonneNominal pack weight

28.8m2Nominal pack coverage

Single Size Packs

Manhattan
Our Manhattan Porcelain will enhance the look of any 
indoor and outdoor space due to its modern, dynamic 
and contemporary design that will last for decades.
 
It offers R11 Slip-skid resistance which is perfect for the UK 
climate. 

With its impermeable surface means the product does 
not require sealing and stains will not penetrate, all  
ensuring its low maintenance.

Our Manhattan range is available in two colours and in two 
sizes, square 600x600x20mm and 450x900x20mm.

Porcelain Rectified R11 Slip-skid

Beige

Grey

600x600

600x60045
0

x9
0

0

Single Size PacksSingle Size Packs

Thickness

Size

Tiles per m2 (approx.)

No. per pack

Nominal  weight

20mm

450x900mm

2.47

52

1.0 Tonne

21.06m2

20mm

600x600mm

2.78

64

1.1 Tonne

23.04m2Nominal  coverage

Portfolio Collection

RANGE

45
0

x9
0

0

Made in Italy Porcelain R11 Slip-skid Rectified
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Quartz
Our ever popular Quartz porcelain range is available in 2 muted shades, Anthracite and Grey in three 
sizes including our planks ideal for edging your paved areas or for breaking up the design with an insert 
feature. We have now introduced the plank in Quartz Grey.

Porcelain Rectified R11 Slip-skid

Grey

Anthracite

600x600

600x600

Thickness

Size

Tiles per m2 (approx.)

No. per pack

Nominal  weight

20mm

450x900mm

2.47

52

1.0 Tonne

21.06m2

20mm

600x600mm

2.78

64

1.1 Tonne

23.04m2

20mm

900x220mm

5.05

96

900kg

19m2Nominal  coverage

Single Size Packs

The perfect choice when it comes to an alternative 
to natural stone products for your outdoor living 
space. Available in 600x600mm, 900x450mm  
and  900x220mm.

Leonardo Sand
Leonardo Sand is a light cream porcelain that is one 
of our original favourites. As with all our porcelains it 
is rectified for greater dimensional accuracy and is 
produced to R11 Slip-skid resistance.
 
The vitrification process this porcelain paving undergoes 
makes it a robust, high quality, long lasting and strong  
paving option. Resistant to moss, salt, mould and  
pesticides and also non absorbent, frost proof and  
easy to clean.
 
It is available in 2 sizes 600x600mm and 900x450mm both 
20mm thick.

600x600

Single Size Packs

Thickness

Size

Tiles per m2 (approx.)

No. per pack

Nominal  weight

20mm

450x900mm

2.47

52

1.0 Tonne

21.06m2

20mm

600x600mm

2.78

64

1.1 Tonne

23.04m2Nominal  coverage

Porcelain Rectified R11 Slip-skid

SIZE

90
0

x2
20

90
0

x2
20

45
0

x9
0

0

45
0

x9
0

0
45

0
x9

0
0
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Rasa

Our new Rasa range comes in two contrasting  
colours of Nero and Grey. Both are equally  
stunning and will bring your patio to life with  
multi-faced designs. 

Outdoor porcelain paving slabs are an excellent  
combination of strength and technical consistency. These 
paving tiles have a very low water absorption rate, which 
means it doesn’t give much opportunity to moss and algae 
to grow. Our vitrified paving slabs are frost resistant and 
comes with high anti-slip rating making them and ideal 
choice for outdoors.

Porcelain Rectified R11 Slip-skid

600x600

600x900

Nero Grey

Thickness

Size

Tiles per m2 (approx.)

No. per pack

Nominal  weight

20mm

600x900mm

2.47

40

1.0 Tonne

21.6m2

20mm

600x600mm

2.78

64

1.07  Tonne

23.04m2Nominal  coverage

Single Size Packs

Weathered Travertine

We are pleased to introduce our Weathered  
Travertine porcelain in a patio pack configuration. It 
offers the appearance of natural travertine without any 
of the issues that impede natural travertine when used 
in a climate as unsettled as here in the UK.
  
What enhances the appearance of our Weathered  
Travertine porcelain is that after it is rectified it undergoes 
a distressing process to bring out the natural beauty of this 
product.

Travertine Distressed R11 Slip-skid

Beige

Silver

21m2 
Patio Packs

Thickness 20mm

Patio Pack Size 21m2

900kgWeight

20 x 880x590mmIndividual Pieces

20 x 590x590mmIndividual Pieces

20 x 290x590mmIndividual Pieces

21m2 Patio Pack (nominal coverage)

Silver

600x600
600x900

RANGE RANGE
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Street

Sand

Graphite

When natural stone is combined with the perfection of ceramic precision. 
 
Sturdy and clean-looking, concrete paving can be an appealing choice for an  
outdoor project, but we believe our low-maintenance, low-porosity porcelain is a 
superior choice. Our new Street range stays beautiful for years with very little effort, 
and the slabs are exceptionally resistant to damage and staining.
 
Street is very easy to clean, and both the colour and technical characteristics remain  
unaltered over time. It is available in 2 sizes 600x900mm and 800x800mm both 20mm thick.

Porcelain Rectified

20mm

600x900mm

1.85

40

900kg

R11 Slip-skid 3 Colours

Grey

800x800 600x900

Thickness

Size

Tiles per m2 (approx.)

No. per pack

Nominal  weight

20mm

800x800mm

1.56

36

1.1 Tonne

23.04m2Nominal  coverage

Single Size Packs

20mm

600x900mm

1.85

40

1.0 Tonne

21.6m2

800x800600x900

800x800600x900

RANGE
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Single Size Packs

Thickness

Size

Tiles per m2 (approx.)

No. per pack

Nominal  weight

16mm

600x600mm

2.78

72

900kg

26m2

16mm

600x900mm

1.85

48

900kg

26m2Nominal  coverage

Brava

We are proud to offer Brava for those looking 
for value for money without a compromise on 
quality. Brava is available in 5 unique shades 
and two sizes and comes with a unique 16mm  
thickness. 
 
We are delighted to introduce Riven Lava 
which replicates Traditional Umbra including its  
natural riven surface and subtle shade variations. 
All products featured in the Villa Porcelain range 
are rectified during production so all tiles are more 
dimensionally accurate than non-rectified tiles 
giving you cleaner lines.
 
Available in five neutral colours and two sizes 
600x900mm and 600x600mm.

Porcelain Rectified

Cello (wet)

600x600
600x900

Finished with Carbon cobbles P58 (wet)

R11 Slip-skid
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Cello Greco Crema Riven Lava

CremaGreco

600x600
600x900 600x900

600x600

600x900

Grigio - Quartz Anthracite edging

COLOUR
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VillaFix™ porcelain solutions

Congratulations on your decision to purchase one of our products. The quality of the installation and your pavings 
longevity,  are greatly influenced by the materials used during four key stages. 

We are delighted to introduce VillaFix™ Porcelain and Paving Solutions, made specifically to help you Lay, 
Finish, Protect and Care for your new patio.
 
Protect your new investment with our VillaFix™ Patio Guard (see page 67). Ask your local stockist for more  
information.

A highly polymer modified, flexible and fast setting grout range suitable for use with  
porcelain tiles and natural stones. Perfect for use on patios and wall cladding as well 
as on interior walls and floors. It is efflorescence free and offers anti mould properties. 
It is extremely easy to mix, apply and clean off and offers market leading handling  
characteristics.

PORCELAIN & STONE GROUT 15KG 

Efflorescence free

High water resistance

Easy to mix, apply and clean off

Fast setting and flexible

Available in 5 colours

Use to remove grout films.  A trade formulation acid-based cleaning solution that helps to 
remove, grout. Suitable for porcelain. 

PORCELAIN GROUT REMOVER 5LTR & 1 LTR

Acid based cleaner                        

Cleans off building site dirt and grime                                               

Removes grout residues from porcelain tiles            

Powerful and effective

Porcelain safe

Use to keep a patio or driveway looking like new. This advanced formulation quickly 
removes years of dirt and grime. Apply to the area to be treated to remove everyday dirt 
and grime and stubborn stains. Suitable for all-natural stone and porcelain tiles.  Ideal for 
all brickwork, walls, masonry, steps, driveways, and patios.

PORCELAIN & STONE CLEANER 5LTR & 1 LTR

Removes everyday dirt and grime

Heavy duty cleaner

Ideal for patios & driveways, stonework, brick, ornaments & steps

2 in 1 formulation 

Cleans and prevents re-growth

Black Cappuccino Cream Slate Grey Silver Grey

A high-performance polymer modified, single part, highly flexible, rapid setting, non-slip,  
cement based adhesive, formulated to provide enhanced properties of adhesion to a  
variety of surfaces on walls and floors in external and internal situations. 

PORCELAIN & STONE ADHESIVE 15KG

Coverage 4-7.5m2 approx.

Excellent initial grab

Exceeds requirements of BS/EN 12004 C2FTS1

Rapid bond strength development

Highly flexible

A highly polymer modified slurry bond coat for use with porcelain tiles and natural stones. 
Creates an exceptionally strong bond between the paving and bedding mortar. Essential 
for porcelain and granite. Dramatically reduces the potential of staining and framing from 
the cement-based bedding mortar.

PORCELAIN & STONE PRIMER 15KG

Coverage 15m2 approx.

Brush application

Exceeds the requirements of BS/EN7533

Easy to mix & apply

Long working time 

Joint size 
 
600x600mm tiles 
800x800mm tiles 
900x220mm planks 
900x450mm tiles 
900x600mm tiles 
1000x600mm tiles 
1200x400mm tiles 
Patio packs

3x16mm 
 
46.88m2 
 

 
55.56m² 

3x20mm 
 
37.5m2 
50.0m² 
22.06m² 
37.5m²
45.45m² 
46.88m²
37.5m²
28.0m²

5x16mm 
 
28.3m2 
 

 
34.1m² 

 

5x20mm 
 
22.39m2 
30.0m² 
13.27m² 
22.39m²
26.79m² 
28.3m²
22.39m²
16.0m²

7x16mm 
 
20.0m2 
 

 
24.19m² 

 

7x20mm 
 
16.13m2 
21.43m² 
9.49m² 
16.13m²
19.23m² 
20.0m²
16.13m²
11.6m²

A rapid setting and ultra-rapid drying cement replacement that creates a fast-track patio 
base, which can then have porcelain tiles fixed over it using VillaFix™ Porcelain & Stone 
Adhesive after only 3 days. This innovative, fast track system negates the need to wait for 
a traditional patio base to dry before tiling. For a base thickness of 40mm at 1 part Rapid 
Base Mix, 3 parts sharp sand and 2½ parts aggregate.

RAPID BASE MIX 25KG

Coverage 2m2 approx.

Rapid High Strength Development

Environmentally friendly as 25% less cement used within mix

Shrinkage Compensated

Excellent Workability

 Approximate coverage per 15kg tub

Lay Finish Protect Care
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Order select 

Do you need to cut porcelain tiles, stone and bricks? Whatever your cutting requirements, we will have 
the saw for you.

Our wet bridge saws are available from stock for delivery across the UK. We can provide a powerful bridge saw 
capable of cutting up to 1200mm long. They can cut mitres and will also plunge cut too. Designed for ease 
of transport and can meet the high demands of site work. We sell a wide range of blades and many different  
accessories to make your job even easier such as roller benches and tile clamps. Speak to one of our team today 
who will be able to help you with this service.

Speak to one of our team today who will be able to help you with this service.

We understand that not all customers want full pack 
quantities of our Villa Porcelain therefore we are pleased 
to offer at a premium, an order select service were we 
will supply your requirements to the nearest full tiles. 
Additionally, we will provide the requisite quantity of 
VillaFix™ products to complete the job. Don’t forget to 
allow 10% for cutting and wastage when calculating the 
total area.

Bespoke service 
We are pleased to offer a bespoke service for all our 
Villa Porcelain including half bullnosing, full bullnosing, 
groove Inserts and drip strips. Additionally, If you have a 
design concept that requires a bespoke solution speak 
to one of our team today who will be able to help you 
with this service.

Cutting services The VillaFix™ Pedestal System offers an innovative solution  
for the stable, high-quality and long term laying of elevated floors using 2cm porcelain tiles. 
 
This is the ideal system for patios, balconies and other exterior living spaces – lightweight, easy to install and 
cost effective.
 
No need for mortars or adhesives, so no drying or curing time and can be fitted in wet and cold conditions. 

No need to breach the substrate before installing the system, so no heavy plant or machinery needed. 

Heights from 10mm to 830mm can be safely achieved and slopes up to 10° can be compensated, suitable in 
nearly all situations.
 
No moving or self-levelling parts, so the elevated floor tiles are unable to move, offering long term stability and 
no need for any future adjustments. Joints created naturally during the installation process means water can 
easily drain away, so pooling of water will not occur.
 
Voids created below the elevated floor allows for free movement of air, so the area always dries quickly. Space 
created below an elevated floor allows services to remain hidden and protected, so no unsightly cable or pipe 
trip hazards.

VillaFix™ Pedestal Systems are made from special plastics, so each one can carry 1 metric tonne in weight.

VillaFix™ Pedestal system
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Premier Sandstone is a modern natural sandstone with clean lines achieved by machine cutting. 
Available in two popular colours of Tallow and Shadow and both in either a smooth honed or  
textured surface.
 
The textured finish achieves a less slippery surface  available only in 600x900 mm 
format. Tallow consists shades of creams and buffs whilst Shadow is a subtle variation 
of soft greys with occasional hints of beige.
 
 

Premier sandstone
Sandstone Honed/Textured Surface Machine-cut

Thickness

Size

Flags per m2 (approx.)

No. per pack

Nominal  weight

20mm

900x600mm

1.85

33

900kg

17.8m2

20mm

600x600mm

2.78

44

850kg

15.8m2Nominal  coverage

Single Size Packs

Tallow Smooth

Shadow Smooth

600x600
15.3m2 

Patio Packs

900x600

600x600
15.3m2 

Patio Packs

900x600

20mm

600x290mm

2.08

13

1.07 Tonne

23.04m2

20mm

900x600mm

13

20mm

600x600mm

13

15.3m2 Patio Pack (nominal coverage)

20mm

600x295mm

13

20mm

295x295mm

9

See page 68 for laying patterns.

Tallow Textured

900x600

Shadow Textured

900x600

800kg

2 colours
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Premier granite

Silver Grey

Granite is suitable for any areas which will see high amounts of footfall, due to 
its durability, non-slip and scratch-resistant properties. Well-known for their  
combination of resilience and unmistakeable granite beauty.
 
Premier Granite is a quality machine cut flagstone with clean lines for that aesthetically pleasing 
patio. The surface has been flamed to achieve a textured  finish for greater non slip properties. 

Premier Granite is available in two subtle shades of grey namely Silver Grey and Dusky Grey. 
Dusky Grey being slightly darker than Silver Grey. Both are produced in two single sizes, a 
square 600x600mm and a rectangular 600x900mm.

Granite Machine-cut Textured Surface 2 colours

Dusky Grey (wet)

900x600
600x600

Thickness

Size

Flags per m2 (approx.)

No. per pack

Nominal  weight

20mm

900x600mm

1.85

33

900kg

17.8m2

20mm

600x600mm

2.78

44

850kg

15.8m2Nominal  coverage

Single Size Packs

900x600
600x600

Silver Grey
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Premier slate

Grey

Slate has long been one of our favourite  natural flagstones that never fails to  
disappoint. All of our Premier Slate comes with the added advantage of being 
machine cut with a beautiful square edge and a natural surface perfect for that 
precise installation.
 
We supply this product in a four size patio pack, 900x600mm and 600x600mm single size 
packs. We currently offer three distinct colours; Black, Grey and the appropriately named 
Rustic to create a classic outdoor or indoor space with style.

For greater quality both Black and Grey are sourced from Brazil which is renowned for its higher 
standards of both those colours.

Slate Rectified Internal/external use

Rustic

900x600

600x600
22.8m2 

Patio Packs

900x600
22.8m2 

Patio Packs

Black

900x600
600x600

22.8m2 
Patio Packs

20mm

600x290mm

2.08

13

1.07 Tonne

23.04m2

20mm

900x600mm

17

20mm

600x600mm

20

22.8m2 Patio Pack (nominal coverage)

20mm

600x295mm

20

20mm

290x295mm

24

See page 68 for laying patterns.

Thickness

Size

Flags per m2 (approx.)

No. per pack

Nominal  weight

20mm

900x600mm

1.85

39

1.1 Tonne

21.1m2

20mm

600x600mm

2.78

50

950kg

18m2Nominal  coverage

Single Size Packs

1.2 Tonne

Natural split top surface
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Our Weathered limestone is an incredibly durable and hard wearing flagstone 
that has an aged appearance. The tumbled  natural surface and edges achieves a 
softer feel only present  in flagstones that have been laid for many years. The range  
complements period properties that don’t want a modern look.  
 
From the rustic blends of colours seen within the Citron colour-way to the contemporary 
Carbon, we are sure you will find this limestone range perfect for your garden project. The 
high density and low porosity of this limestone means general maintenance is less onerous 
making it the perfect choice. 
 
Complement your Citron installation with one of our beautiful feature circles with squaring 
off kit and cobbles. If you are looking for the precision of a sawn edge finish, we are pleased 
to recommend our new Weathered Dove square edge product.

All thicknesses  are 22mm calibrated with the exception of Citron  which is calibrated at 25mm. 
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Weathered limestone
Limestone Aged look

Citron

Aqua

Carbon

18.9m2 
Patio Packs

18.9m2 
Patio Packs

18.9m2 
Patio Packs

15.3m2 
Patio Packs

20mm

600x290mm

2.08

13

1.07 Tonne

23.04m2

22mm

600x600mm

16 pieces

18.9m2 Patio Pack (nominal coverage)

22mm

600x290/5mm

16 pieces

22mm

290/5x290/5mm

12 pieces

See page 68 for laying patterns.

Thickness

Size

No. per pack

Nominal  weight

22mm

900x600mm

16 pieces

950kg

20mm

600x290mm

2.08

13

1.07 Tonne

23.04m2

25mm

600x600mm

13 pieces

15.3m2 Patio Pack (nominal coverage)

25mm

600x290mm

13 pieces

25mm

290x290mm

9 pieces

See page 68 for laying patterns.

25mm

900x600mm

13 pieces

1.0 Tonne

COLOUR

Dove

18.9m2 
Patio Packs

Softer feel
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FernleaHavana

Buff Blend

15.3m2 
Patio Packs

18.9m2 
Patio Packs

18.9m2 
Patio Packs

Weathered sandstone has an aged appearance with softer edges and surface. It imitates flagstones 
that have been laid for many years such as those found in ancient churches both internally and outside. 
The range complements period properties that don’t want a modern look. 
 
Weathered sandstone is available calibrated in three natural colours and a 4 size patio pack.
 
Complement both Fernlea and Buff Blend with matching Weathered Cobbles (P58).

Weathered sandstone
Fettled weathered edge Aged appearance Softer feelSandstone
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Our Traditional limestone with fettled edges is a firm favourite for those looking for a more uniform 
finish than you find with our Weathered range. We take this a stage further by also offering each of 
these colours in a sawn square edge for that more exacting installation. Limestone enjoys a less riven 
surface than its sandstone alternative.
 
This Traditional calibrated range comes in a patio pack both in fettled edge and square edge 
(Dove only comes in square edge). Look out for the additional 900x600mm, 600x600mm, 
290x600mm and circles and cobbles. 
 
Please also note that Citron is 25mm thickness. 
 
Furthermore, all limestone has a tendency to lighten over time.

20mm

600x290mm

2.08

13

1.07 Tonne

23.04m2

22mm

600x900mm

1.85

33

900kg

17.8m2

22mm

600x600mm

2.78

44

850kg

15.8m2

Single Size Packs

22mm

600x290mm

5.75

102

900kg

17.8m2

Thickness

Size

Flags per m2 (approx.)

No. per pack

Nominal  weight

Nominal  coverage

Carbon

20mm

600x290mm

2.08

13

1.07 Tonne

23.04m2

22mm

900x600mm

16

22mm

600x600mm

16

18.9m2 Patio Pack (nominal coverage)

22mm

600x290/5mm

16

22mm

290/5x290/5mm

12

See page 68 for laying patterns.

18.9m2 
Patio Packs

18.9m2 
Patio Packs

900x600
600x600 290

Traditional limestone
Limestone Fettled edge/Square-edge 4 coloursHand-split surface

Square Edge

Square Edge

900x600

Square Edge

Square Edge

950kg

Aqua
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20mm

600x290mm

2.08

13

1.07 Tonne

23.04m2

25mm

900x600mm

13

25mm

600x600mm

13

15.3m2 Patio Pack  (nominal coverage)

25mm

600x290/5mm

13

25mm

290/5x290/5mm

9

See page 68 for laying patterns.

Thickness

Size

Flags per m2 (approx.)

No. per pack

Nominal  weight

25mm

900x600mm

1.85

33

900kg

17.8m2Nominal  coverage

Single Size Packs

Citron

15.3m2 
Patio Packs

900x600

Dove - Square Edge

18.9m2 
Patio Packs

900x600

Square Edge

1.0 Tonne

20mm

600x290mm

2.08

13

1.07 Tonne

23.04m2

22mm

900x600mm

16 pieces

22mm

600x600mm

16 pieces

18.9m2 Patio Pack (nominal coverage)

22mm

600x295mm

16 pieces

22mm

295x295mm

12 pieces

See page 68 for laying patterns.

Thickness

Size

No. per pack

Nominal  weight 950kg
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20mm

600x290mm

2.08

13

1.07 Tonne

23.04m2

20mm

2900x290mm

2.08

9

1.07 Tonne

23.04m2

22mm

600x900mm

1.85

33

900kg

17.8m2

22mm

600x600mm

2.78

44

850kg

15.8m2

Single Size Packs

22mm

600x290mm

5.75

102

900kg

17.8m2

22mm

290x290mm

11.89

232

1.0 Tonne

19.5m2

Thickness

Size

Flags per m2 (approx.)

No. per pack

Nominal  weight

Nominal  coverage

Traditional sandstone

Traditional sandstone is a firm favourite for those looking for that rustic natural look and it remains 
our best selling  flagstones to date. Hand cut and then calibrated for easier laying, this Indian  
sandstone naturally has a riven surface. 
 
The properties achieved by the hand split surface and fettled edges are a common theme throughout the range. 
Each colour within the Traditional range comes in a patio pack, plus look out for the additional 900x600mm, 
600x600mm, 290x600mm, 290x290mm, circles and cobbles. 
 
The entire range comes in a thickness of 22mm with the exception of Havana which is 25mm thick.

Sandstone Fettled edge Various sizes 7 colours

Fernlea

Buff Blend

Umbra varying tones of light grey with occasional hints of beige

18.9m2 
Patio Packs

900x600
600x600

2902 

290

20mm

600x290mm

2.08

13

1.07 Tonne

23.04m2

22mm

900x600mm

16

22mm

600x600mm

16

18.9m2 Patio Pack (nominal coverage)

22mm

600x290mm

16

22mm

290x290mm

12

See page 68 for laying patterns.

18.9m2 
Patio Packs

900x600
600x600

2902 

290

950kg

18.9m2 
Patio Packs

900x600
600x600

2902 

290
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Heather Fossil

22mm

600x900mm

1.85

33

900kg

17.8m2

22mm

600x600mm

2.78

44

850kg

15.8m2

Single Size Packs

22mm

600x290mm

5.75

102

900kg

17.8m2

Thickness

Size

Flags per m2 (approx.)

No. per pack

Nominal  weight

Nominal  coverage

20mm

600x290mm

2.08

13

1.07 Tonne

23.04m2

22mm

600x600mm

16

18.9m2 Patio Pack (nominal coverage)

22mm

600x290mm

16

22mm

290x290mm

12 

See page 68 for laying patterns.

Autumn Brown

18.9m2 
Patio Packs

900x600
600x600 290

18.9m2 
Patio Packs

18.9m2 
Patio Packs

22mm

900x600mm

16

950kg
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Fernlea (wet)

Umbra

22.8m2 
Patio Packs

20mm

600x290mm

2.08

13

1.07 Tonne

23.04m2

20mm

2900x290mm

2.08

9

1.07 Tonne

23.04m2

Calibrated

600x900mm

17

Calibrated

600x600mm

20

22.8m2 Patio Pack (nominal coverage)

Calibrated

600x290/5mm

20

Calibrated

290/5x290/5mm

24

Thickness

Size

No. per pack

See page 68 for laying patterns.

Landscaper sandstone

Introducing our calibrated Landscaper range in sandstone designed to offer a cost efficient  
solution to our patio pack configuration. All 3 colours come with hand cut fettled edges.
 
Additionally, Fernlea and Umbra are also available in our square edge option for a more precise installation. 
This range comes in 22.8m2 patio packs only.

22.8m2 
Patio Packs

Buff BlendHavana

15.3m2 
Patio Packs

22.8m2 
Patio Packs

Square Edge

22.8m2 
Patio Packs

20mm

600x290mm

2.08

13

1.07 Tonne

23.04m2

25mm

900x600mm

13

25mm

600x600mm

13

15.3m2 Patio Pack (nominal coverage)

25mm

600x290mm

13

25mm

290x290mm

9

See page 68 for laying patterns.

Thickness

Size

No. per pack

Nominal  weight 1 .0 Tonne Nominal  weight 1 .0 Tonne

RANGE

Sandstone Calibrated 3 colours Square-edge option (except Buff Blend)
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Circles Laying Guide

Decorative circles are the perfect way of introducing a focal point to your outdoor living space.  
Hand cut, calibrated and fashioned using the same techniques as our flagstones, these circles are  
designed to seamlessly blend into your new patio. 
 
Both of our 2.4mtr and 3mtr circles come with squaring off kits (see laying guides P67). However, your  
landscaper will advise you how to get the best effect from your circle. 
 
Look for the circle icons throughout the brochure to see what ranges also have circles.

Circles
Limestone Sandstone

Size 2.4m x 2.4m

Thickness 22mm 22mm

3m x 3m

No. per pack 45 60

Nominal  weight 400kg 500kg

5.8m2 9m2Nominal  coverage

Circles
2.4m x 2.4m

3m x 3m

Weathered Citron circle with Citron cobbles

Carbon

Fernlea

Buff Blend

Fossil

Umbra

Heather 

2.4 & 3mtr Includes squaring-off kit 
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Kitchen Garden Barrington

10m2 
Patio Packs

53

Roman Villa Chedworth Terracotta

420x420

Size

30mm

420x420mm

5.67

64

755kg

11.25m2

Thickness

Flags per m2 (approx.)

No. per pack

Nominal  weight

Nominal  coverage

Single Size Packs

National Trust landscape collection 

The National Trust have worked together with  
established paving manufacturer Westminster Stone to 
create a collection of authentic paving and landscaping 

products influenced by National Trust properties and  
gardens across the country. Crafted with meticulous  

attention to detail, our products are faithful  
reproductions taken from historic originals, to  

create stimulating and evocative outdoor spaces.

Sizes

10m2 Patio Pack (nominal coverage)

40mm

44

930kg

10m2

Thickness

No. per pack

Nominal  weight

Nominal  coverage

7
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Handmade stone

Hampton Gold Cobbles Country Grey Setts

Handmade flagstones and tiles which are world renowned for the accuracy of their 
reproduction and meticulous attention to detail, providing instant maturity to any 
design. 
 
Based on sourced originals, our handmade ranges which include rarely seen products, are 
highly sought after for period properties, restoration projects and designs which seek a 
traditional ‘aged’ effect.
 
These traditional flagstones are available in 10.0m² patio packs whilst the Antique tiles come 
in 10.5m² patio packs and the Cobble & Setts are in 6.6m² patio packs.

Handmade Reproduction Aged effect

54

York Green

Terracotta TilesCountry GreyHampton Gold

10m2 
Patio Packs

10m2 
Patio Packs

10m2 
Patio Packs

10.5m2 
Patio Packs

Cobble & Setts Mixed Packs

Thickness

Cobbles/setts per pack

Nominal  weight

Nominal  coverage

Sizes

40mm

95

610kg

6.6m2

5

10m2 & 10.5m2 Patio Packs

26mm

180

700kg

10.5m2

Thickness

No. per pack

Nominal  weight

Nominal  coverage

40mm

34

930kg

10m2

Sizes 10 3
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Premier block paving

Citron

Dove Carbon

Natural stone block paving is an alternative to concrete block paving and are 
individually cut pieces of hard wearing limestone. They have a natural surface with 
machine cut sides and calibrated to 50mm thickness which makes this product 
suitable for light vehicular trafficking.
 
Furthermore they are weathered to give an aged appearance.

Premier block paving comes mixed in a pack of three various sizes supported with the  
addition of the medium sized pack in Carbon for creating a feature edge to complement the 
other shades.

The natural stone blocks are individually cut pieces in varying tones that will add greater value 
to your property.

Limestone Weathered Machine-cut Natural surface

Citron

20mm

600x900mm

1.85

40

900kg

150mm x 200mm

150mm x 150mm

150mm x 250mm

Thickness

Nominal  coverage

90 pieces

60 pieces

120 pieces

50mm

8.6m2

Mixed Packs

Carbon Feature Edging

150mm x 200mm 280 pieces

The perfect complement to  
your new driveway. We offer 
single size packs of Carbon for  
a contemporary feature edge. 

Nominal  coverage 8.4m2

Thickness 50mm

Carbon Feature Edging (wet)
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Cobbles & Setts

Our cobbles and setts are an ideal way to add the finishing touch of a smaller element to any  
paving project. Their unique unobstructive design make them ideal for borders, extending circles or 
to make a curved pathway complementing any paving in the Stone Paving range.

Whether using a square, rectangular or mixed size combination cobbles will enhance the appeal of your home 
and garden. 

Cobbles are available in a traditional or weathered finish in 100x100mm, 200x100mm and a 3 size mixed pack.

Granite setts are supplied cropped in 100x100mm in Silver Grey.

Limestone Sandstone Granite Traditional

Thickness

Size

No. per pack

Nominal  weight

30-50mm

100x100mm

800

1 .0 Tonne 

10m2

30-50mm

200x100mm

400

1 .0 Tonne 

10m2Nominal  coverage

Single Size Packs

Thickness

Size

No. per pack

Nominal  weight

25-40mm

200x150mm

195

1 .0 Tonne 

15m2

25-40mm

150x150mm

195

Fossil, Fernlea & Citron Mixed Packs

25-40mm

150x100mm

195

Nominal  coverage

Traditional/Weathered  Carbon Traditional/Weathered Umbra Traditional/Weathered Buff BlendTraditional/Weathered Fernlea 

Traditional/Weathered Fossil Granite Sett Traditional/Weathered Citron  

Thickness

Size

No. per pack

Nominal  weight

30-50mm

100x100mm

800

1 .0 Tonne 

10m2Nominal  coverage

Granite Setts Single Size Packs

Traditional Carbon (wet) Weathered Citron

Granite Setts

Traditional Fernlea

Weathered
SIZE
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Thickness

Size

No. per pack

Nominal  weight

50-70mm

365x100mm

90

1 .0 Tonne 

5m2

50-70mm

300x100mm

72

Mixed Packs

50-70mm

220x100mm

48

Nominal  coverage

Thickness

Size

No. per pack

Nominal  weight

50-70mm

220x100mm

290

1 .0 Tonne 

5m2Nominal  coverage

Fernlea & Umbra Single Size Packs

Walling & Copings

Our walling and copings give you the opportunity to bring true definition to your garden area. By  
creating a beautiful stone boundary, you set the tone for any visitor. Create privacy that  
complements your new stone paving project.
 
Our hand cut pitch faced walling can be finished to perfection with our weathered stone copings available in 
single or double widths in Fernlea and Umbra. 

For the ultimate effect, try creating a drystone wall as seen below from our range of mixed cobbles (P58).

Limestone Pitch faced 4 colours Complementary coping pieces

Fossil mixed pack

Umbra mixed pack with coping

Mixed Fossil cobbles creating a drystone wall. Nominal coverage 3-5m2. Carbon mixed pack

Thickness

Size

No. per pack

Nominal  weight

35mm

600x150mm

170

900kg

Coping Single Size Packs

35mm

600x350mm

80

1 .0 Tonne 

Available in Fernlea and Umbra

Fernlea mixed pack with coping

COLOUR
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Stepping stones 

Complement your outdoor living space with our rustic stepping stones.
 
These random shaped hand-cut stepping stones come in three colours; fernlea, fossil and buff blend.  
Whether set in decorative aggregate or a lawn, these are a great way to define a path.

Sandstone 3 colours Traditional finish

Tallow

Steps

Beautiful textured steps that come in three complementary colours designed to glide you from one 
level to another on your garden project. Each piece has a long edge bullnosed for a safer ascent.
 
 Each piece is 1000mmx350mm with a thickness of 50mm.

Sandstone Limestone Textured

Edgings
Sandstone 3 complimentary colours

Shadow

Carbon (wet)

Available in Fernlea (pictured), Fossil and Buff Blend

Versatile path edging stone that adds the finishing touch and definition to your borders. These smooth 
faced edgings come with either a round top edge or rotate for a square top.

Thickness

Size

No. per pack

Nominal  weight

50mm

1000x350mm

10

500kg

Steps Single Size Packs

Thickness

Size

No. per pack

Nominal  weight

30mm

600x180mm

40

400kg

Edgings Single Size Packs

Tallow Carbon Shadow

Limestone

3 colours
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VillaFix™ paving solutions

Congratulations on your decision to purchase one of our products. The quality of the installation and your pavings 
longevity,  are greatly influenced by the materials used during four key stages. 
 
We are delighted to introduce VillaFix™ Porcelain and Paving Solutions, made specifically to help you Lay, 
Finish, Protect and Care for your new patio.
 
Protect your new investment with our VillaFix™ Homeowner Patio Guard (see page 67). Ask your local stockist 
for more information. 

A professional grade SBR bonding agent and mortar additive formulated especially for the 
paving industry. Promotes the adhesion of natural stone and concrete paving to bedding 
mortar whilst also offering excellent freeze thaw resistance. Increases the water resistance 
and handling characteristics of mortar.

SBR 5LTR 

200ml per 1kg of cement 

Freeze thaw resistance

Improves the strength and workability of sand & cement bases and rendering

Reduces shrinkage & cracking

High solids content over 30%

Basalt Black Buff Granite Sand Grey Stone

A high-performance polymer modified, single part, highly flexible, rapid setting, non-slip, 
cement based adhesive, formulated to provide enhanced properties of adhesion to a  
variety of surfaces on walls and floors in external and internal situations.

PORCELAIN & STONE ADHESIVE 15KG

Coverage 4-7.5m2 approx.

Excellent initial grab

Exceeds requirements of BS/EN 12004 C2FTS1

Rapid bond strength development

Highly flexible

A highly polymer modified slurry bond coat for use with porcelain tiles and natural stones. 
Creates an exceptionally strong bond between the paving and bedding mortar. Essential for 
porcelain and granite. Dramatically reduces the potential of staining and framing from the 
cement-based bedding mortar.

PORCELAIN & STONE PRIMER 15KG

Coverage 15m2 approx.

Brush application

Exceeds the requirements of BS/EN7533

Easy to mix & apply

Long working time 

A highly polymer modified, flexible and fast setting grout range suitable for use with  
porcelain tiles and natural stones. Perfect for use on patios and wall cladding as well as 
on interior walls and floors. It is efflorescence free and offers anti mould properties. 
It is extremely easy to mix, apply and clean off and offers market leading handling  
characteristics.

PORCELAIN & STONE GROUT 15KG 

Efflorescence free

High water resistance

Easy to mix, apply and clean off

Fast setting and flexible

Available in 5 colours

Black Cappuccino Cream Slate Grey Silver Grey

JOINTING COMPOUND 15KG
Ready to use Brush in Patio Jointing Compound - just wet surface thoroughly and brush 
the material into the joints. Then sweep of excess material, finally washing the paved area 
with clean water. Left over material can be stored in the tub if completely covered in water.

Coverage 8-12m2  approx.

Strong & flexible

Permeable

Ready to use - no mixing

Cement & epoxy free

Walk on in 24 hours

Not suitable for driveways and porcelain tiles or other impermeable flagstones.

For coverage please see P27

Lay Finish Protect Care

A rapid setting and ultra-rapid drying cement replacement that creates a fast-track patio 
base, which can then have porcelain tiles fixed over it using VillaFix™ Porcelain & Stone 
Adhesive after only 3 days. This innovative, fast track system negates the need to wait for 
a traditional patio base to dry before tiling. For a base thickness of 40mm at 1 part Rapid 
Base Mix, 3 parts sharp sand and 2½ parts aggregate.

RAPID BASE MIX 25KG

Coverage 2m2 approx.

Rapid High Strength Development

Environmentally friendly as 25% less cement used within mix

Shrinkage Compensated

Excellent Workability
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Use to remove grout films.  A trade formulation acid-based cleaning solution that helps to remove, 
grout. Suitable for porcelain. 

PORCELAIN GROUT REMOVER 5LTR & 1 LTR

Acid based cleaner                        

Cleans off building site dirt and grime                                               

Removes grout residues from porcelain tiles            

Powerful and effective

Porcelain safe

Use to remove algae and blackspot (a type of lichen) that often thrive in damp and shaded areas. This 
is a powerful and easy to use treatment that breaks down and eliminates algae & blackspot growing 
on walls, patios, decking, fences, roofs, paths, driveways, garden containers and planters. Simply spray 
on and leave for 24 hours, no scrubbing required. Provides long lasting protection against re-growth.

BLACKSPOT & ALGAE REMOVER 5LTR & 1 LTR

Removes algae & black spot

Results in 24 hours

Simple to use. 1 ltr with spray applicator

Long lasting protection

Prevents re-growth

Use to help prevent staining of your stone patio or driveway. A water-based, breathable high   
performance sealer. This product protects and seals all types of natural stone and concrete paving 
with minimal change to the original character, ensuring your paving looks the same as when installed. 
Protecting your paving from stains and spills will help enhance their lifespan, durability, and appearance.

INVISIBLE SEALER 5LTR & 1 LTR

Coverage 15-20m2 per litre

Minimises water penetration

Single coat application for speed and cost savings

Stain resistant

Ideal for use on unpolished natural stones 

A powerful organic formulation designed to break down and remove orange oxide (rust) stains left 
by iron objects rusting. Suitable for all-natural stone and porcelain paving.

RUST STAIN REMOVER 5LTR & 1 LTR

Removes rust stains

Powerful and effective

Organic formulation

Use to keep a patio or driveway looking like new. This advanced formulation quickly removes years 
of dirt and grime. Apply to the area to be treated to remove everyday dirt and grime and stubborn 
stains. Suitable for all-natural stone and porcelain tiles.  Ideal for all brickwork, walls, masonry, steps, 
driveways, and patios.

PORCELAIN & STONE CLEANER 5LTR & 1 LTR

Removes everyday dirt and grime

Heavy duty cleaner

Ideal for patios & driveways, stonework, brick, ornaments & steps

2 in 1 formulation 

Cleans and prevents re-growth

Use to protect your stone and enhance its look at the same time.  A water-based, breathable high 
performance sealer and enhancer which deepens and brings out the natural colour of stone, leaving 
a sheen to the surface. It seals and protects against water penetration and liquid spills. Suitable for all 
unpolished natural stone.

COLOUR ENHANCING SEALER 5LTR & 1 LTR

Coverage 8 -16m2 per litre

Enhances, seals, and protects           

Single coat application for speed and cost savings

Stain resistant

Ideal for use on unpolished natural stones 

HOMEOWNER PATIO GUARDTM

Speak to your local stockist to get your approved maintenance pack
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Laying patterns
Here are the laying patterns for our patio packs and circles. Simply scan the corresponding QR code 
to get a full size version which you may find useful when laying the patio.
 
Circles should be laid out before installation to check all pieces are present and to ensure the correct spacing 
of joints. 

Please note all square edge patio pack sizes are as follows:

900x600mm 
600x600mm 
600x295mm 
295x295mm 

 

Premier 

Traditional   
 
900x600mm 17 Pieces
600x600mm 20 Pieces
600x290/5mm 20 Pieces
290/5x290/5mm 24 Pieces

22.8m2  Nominal coverage 

 
Scan to download a print version

 

Traditional 
Weathered   
 
900x600mm 16 Pieces
600x600mm 16 Pieces
600x290/5mm 16 Pieces
290/5x290/5mm 12 Pieces

18.9m2  Nominal coverage 

 
Scan to download a print version

 

Premier 

Traditional   
 
900x600mm 13 Pieces
600x600mm 13 Pieces
600x290/5mm 13 Pieces
290/5x290/5mm 9 Pieces

15.3m2  Nominal coverage 

 
Scan to download a print version

 

Porcelain Weathered Travertine   
 
880x590mm 20 Pieces
590x590mm 20 Pieces
290x590mm 13 Pieces

21m2  Nominal coverage 

 
Scan to download a print version

9m2  Nominal coverage 5.8m2  Nominal coverage 
3 ring circle with squaring-off kit 2 ring circle with squaring-off kit
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Laying guides
Ordering
Carefully consider the suitability of the product for your project. We cannot accept responsibility for any  
project where the products were unsuitable or incorrectly installed. 

Your local Stockist can advise on this. You should allow about 10% for wastage and cutting on the total  
meterage. 

Have all packs delivered to complete the whole job as later batches may have variations in colour, shade, finish 
or size. With all products you must mix from all the packs when laying as this will minimise any dramatic shade 
variance on the finished scheme. 

All products should be inspected prior to installation and defects reported to the Stockist immediately.

Porcelain packs must be checked that the batch codes are similar. Please note that once the paving is laid and 
installed it is deemed to be fit for purpose and Stone Paving Supplies Ltd will not accept any liability for any claims 
whatsoever that may arise thereafter.

To ensure the best from our range we only recommend the use of our VillaFix™ products and cannot accept 
any liability associated from the use of other propriety brands. 

Please carefully follow the instructions and recommendations on all VillaFix™  products as otherwise we cannot 
accept responsibility for any misuse of VillaFix™.

Preparation
Before commencing the project, it is necessary to consider where the surface water is going. Legislation does not 
permit water from a hard paved area to be discharged onto the public road or into a communal drainage system.

The water should be confined to the property. Ideally design the paved area to allow the surface water to run 
off onto a lawn or surrounding borders. Alternatively create an adjacent rain garden, an area of decorative  
aggregate where the surface water will drain. This area should be 10% of the total paved area.

 If the design does not allow for any of these, considerations should be given to a propriety soakaway which 
can be installed below the paved area but must be at least 5m from the house. Simple linear drainage will then 
discharge into the soakaway. Attempt to design the paved area with falls away from buildings typically 1:80.  
After marking out the area to be paved remove all topsoil and dig down a total depth of 100-150mm  
depending on the quality of the subgrade. Vehicular areas should always have a sub-base depth of 150mm 
minimum. 

You must ensure that the finished level of the paved area is at least 150mm below damp proof course of any 
adjacent building. The exception is if you are installing bi-fold doors with a flush weathered threshold. These 
doors must be fitted prior to laying your patio. The door manufacturers will provide a specification to deal 
with the rainwater. This could be installing a line drain in front of the doors or putting the Villa Porcelain on  
pedestals.

Laying flagstones
Lay a suitable sub base material such as a crushed hardcore well compacted onto the subgrade. This is  
followed by a 30-50mm laying course of concrete made up of 4 parts sharp sand and 1 part cement. All natural 
stone must be laid on a full bed of concrete that supports the whole flagstone.

Before laying the flagstone an application of VillaFix™ Porcelain & Stone Primer to the underside will  
improve adhesion,  especially on the Premier range. Carefully lay the flagstone and tap into place with a 
rubber mallet to the correct level. Place the next flag with an adequate joint and continue with the appropriate 
laying pattern. Avoid cross joints when laying. NB: as with all natural stone flags the top is the widest surface. 
Lay full flagstones first and complete the cuts at the end. After a few days, the joints can be pointed with a 
mortar made up 4 parts washed sharp sand to 1 part cement. Alternatively, joints can be filled using VillaFix™   
Jointing Compound which is an all weather brush in, naturally coloured sand compound. Consideration can be 
given to using VillaFix™ Porcelain & Stone Grout where narrow joints of 10mm or less are used.

 All Stone Paving flagstones are designed to be laid with joints. All cement and grout stains on the face must be 
washed off immediately or the flagstones will be permanently stained. The use of acids to clean off mortar or 
other stains is not recommended as it can have a detrimental effect on the product. 

When laying circles start from the centre stone and work outwards. If contained within a patio lay circle first. 

Laying natural stone block paving
Natural Stone Block Paving has the advantage of being installed in the same way as concrete block paving 
but with the added attraction of using a natural material with its aesthetic appeal and greater durability. The 
proposed paved area requires edge restraints to be initially installed to contain the block paving. These can 
be existing walls or paving. Otherwise new ones can be formed by a single block paving course with concrete 
haunching and bed. Lay a suitable sub-base material, well compacted followed by 40-50mm of coarse sharp 
sand screeded for the block paving to be laid on top. The level of the sharp sand requires a small surcharge 
to allow for final compaction. The block paving should be laid with the 3 sizes in a stretcher bond and a 
joint of 2-5mm created between the blocks. Whole blocks are laid first always starting at the bottom of any 
slope followed by cutting in using a disc cutter. The area is then swept with kiln dried sand filling all the joints  
leaving a small surplus on the surface. Using a vibrating compactor pass over the area 2/3 times to complete the 
installation. The use of a rubber mat attached to the vibrating compactor should be considered.

Laying porcelain
Porcelain paving tiles can be laid similar to natural stone flagstones. However, most importantly, a suitable 
slurry tile primer such as VillaFix™  Porcelain & Stone Primer is necessary and must be applied to the  
reverse of each tile prior to laying to achieve full adhesion. Without this coating, adhesion of the tile may 
fail. Preferably, the porcelain paving tiles can be laid onto a VillaFix™ Rapid Base Mix concrete base using  
VillaFix™  Porcelain & Stone Adhesive. 

As the porcelain paving tiles are extremely hard they must be cut with water fed continuous rim diamond tipped 
cutting disc.

Minimum joint with is 3mm.The joints must be impermeable and this can be achieved by using VillaFix™  
Porcelain & Stone Grout.

 As there may be slight colour variations in manufacturing, please ensure tiles are supplied from similar  
batches. 

When laying, you are recommended not to stagger the rectangular tiles by more than 60 -100mm.
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Important information
The products

The colour of the products in this brochure is indicative only due to the printing process and you should visit 
your local Stockist to view the product.

By its nature all stone varies in colour and finish and may contain imperfections such as iron oxides. As 
the stone weathers, colour variation can occur due to the mineral content oxidising and may also attract  
organic growth. Also some delamination of the surface may occur but all these factors are not detrimental to 
the performance of the stone. This is the inherent beauty of natural stone. 

The effect of the cement content in the joints and base material may result in the temporary effect of  
efflorescence which may appear as a white deposit on the surface of the stone which will diminish over time. 

All sizes are nominal and are subject to generous production tolerances of up to ± 10mm. All flagstones and tiles 
are cut to allow for joints in the installation process.

Maintenance and aftercare

Congratulations on your decision to purchase our products. Our experience has proven that the use of incorrect 
materials can have a detrimental effect on the product itself. As such, we have designed a suite of products for 
each stage making it easy to lay, finish, protect and care for your paving. 

Please make sure that your landscaper is using VillaFix™  products during installation. Stone Paving Supplies 
Ltd. only recommends the use of VillaFix™  and will not accept any liability resulting from the use of any other 
propriety brands. Please carefully follow the instructions and recommendations on all VillaFix™ products. Stone 
Paving Supplies will not accept responsibility for any misuse of VillaFix™ products . 

Stone Paving Supplies products require sweeping on a regular basis to remove general dirt and detritus that 
accumulates on any external paved area. Washing with water and a stiff broom will assist in the cleaning. If using 
a power washer care must be taken not to dislodge the pointing from the joints and overuse may also affect the 
surface of the natural stone flags. For more stubborn stains apply VillaFix™ products only.

 Acids must not be used on natural stone as this will affect the colour and finish of the stone. 

Consideration can be given to sealing of the natural stone. Sealants can be applied for the future ease of cleaning 
as well as offering some protection to the surface. VillaFix™ Invisible Sealer or VillaFix™ Colour Enhancing 
Sealer are available. Before using any  VillaFix™ Lay, Protect & Care products always try a small, inconspicuous 
test area and only proceed when satisfied.

Health & safety

Many products from Stone Paving Supplies are heavy to lift and  care should be taken when handling. Always 
wear protective gloves, footwear and clothing. When cutting, safety goggles and face mask are to be worn. Please 
refer to VillaFix™ Data Sheets for H&S information. Any product over 20kg should be treated in accordance with 
current Manual Handling legislation available from the Health & Safety Executive. This and other H&S information 
can be found on www.hse.gov.uk. 

Stockist finder

The only way to buy one of our products is 
through our national network of stockists. If 
you would like us to tell you who your nearest 
Stockist is, please contact us directly. 

Call our Customer Services Team on  
0845 6474567 or 0333 6004567. 

Email sales@stonepavingsupplies.co.uk or 
visit our website stonepavingsupplies.co.uk 
or by scanning this QR code on your smart 
device. 

 

Guidance

Laying guidance on page 70 & 71 is informative only and not comprehensive, for more detailed information you 
should visit www.pavingexpert.com.

Footnote

All information is considered correct at time of going to press and Stone Paving Supplies cannot be held  
responsible for any errors or omissions. Furthermore, in the interest of continued product development, we 
reserve the right to change colours, designs or specifications without prior notice. All products are supplied  
subject to the appropriate Terms & Conditions available on our website www.stonepavingsupplies.co.uk.
 
No part of this brochure maybe reproduced without written permission from Stone Paving Supplies Ltd.
 
Stone Paving Supplies would like to thank all those who contributed to the creation of this brochure.
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